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Every drum kit, percussion, and Kontakt bundle in one NI package. Seriously, it’s
impossible to complain about the sounds contained within. With 30 individual instruments

divided into the standard Kontakt instrument types, there’s no reason to be without a
session of this variety and quality. You may also look at the sounds of the group to help
narrow in on what you want, such as the Roland Trumpet sound or the Acoustic Drums

sample bundle to play that rich and warm bottom end you’re looking for. The three
included instruments give you a basic tenor sax, a clarinet, and a tenor sax. They’re

terrific, especially the tenor sax. While you can import your own Kontakt instrument files
into the product, you may also want to just use the included sound bank. One of the very
best aspects of this product is that you can use the included patches and save them in
your Kontakt library. This is incredibly easy to do, even more so than usual, as you can

save the file in the standard Kontakt project format, and it will appear in the Library
section of the drop-down list. Every single instrument in the library is completely

modifiable and editable. Aside from the included instruments, there are also two custom
built models; the 2018 DiM, a frequency modulation instrument built from the ground up
with Kontakt, and the CoMo, a custom three-player instrument which sounds great, and

it’s a great example of the greatness of Kontakt, and also demonstrates the amazing
flexibility this software package has to offer. If you’re familiar with NI’s Kontakt Player,
you’ll be right at home with Session Horns Pro. To change the preset settings, simply

double click on the audio file name, navigate to the main interface and make your
adjustments. Or, you can simply use MIDI to control your setting.
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session horns brings a bright, lively four-piece brass ensemble to a keyboard near you. with care and
consideration, it's capable of producing very believable results, using just one instance of the

performance patch, and the surprisingly flexible animator certainly helps to add atouch of realism
when you don't have the time or inclination to flesh out authentic arrangements yourself. although

an instrument in this price range won't cover every conceivable articulation and playing technique, it
offers enough expressivity to do the job convincingly well, and represents very fair value for money.
session horns brings a bright, lively four-piece brass ensemble to a keyboard near you. with care and

consideration, it's capable of producing very believable results, using just one instance of the
performance patch, and the surprisingly flexible animator certainly helps to add atouch of realism
when you don't have the time or inclination to flesh out authentic arrangements yourself. although

an instrument in this price range won't cover every conceivable articulation and playing technique, it
offers enough expressivity to do the job convincingly well, and represents very fair value for money.
session horns brings a bright, lively four-piece brass ensemble to a keyboard near you. with care and

consideration, it's capable of producing very believable results, using just one instance of the
performance patch, and the surprisingly flexible animator certainly helps to add atouch of realism

when you don't have the time or inclination to flesh out authentic arrangements yourself.
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